edge lengths of the plate parallel to the x and y axes respectively clamped edge flexural rigidity of the plate = Eh3/{12(l -v')} Young's modulus of the plate material free edge guided edge plate thickness modal index between the two opposite edges which are both simply supported, one simply supported and the other guided, or both guided modal index between the opposite edges other than those designating the index m simply supported edge dimensionless mode function = W(X,Y) coordinates along the two perpendicular edges of a rectangular plate dimensionless coordinates = xja, yjb plate aspect ratio = a/b Poisson's ratio of the plate material plate material mass per unit area circular natural frequency of plate vibrations = dimensionless frequency = wa2,/(p/D)
INTRODUCTION
The vibration problem of rectangular plates, although now more than some two hundred years old in its research account, continues to be of considerable research interest. The reason for this is that a rectangular plate is a basic structural element and hence practical applications may involve enormous parametric variations in respect of, for example, loading, materials, aspect ratio and support conditions.
On the assumption of a harmonically periodic time response, the analysis of freely vibrating thin rectangular plates of isotropic materials involves essentially the solution of the following eigenvalue differential equation :
(1) w x x x x + 2122Txx,, + 1 4 w , , , , -Q2W = 0
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where a subscript comma (,) followed by variables X, Y , etc., represents a partial derivative with respect to the variables.
The solution of equation (1) depends basically on the edge boundary conditions. The classical boundary conditions employed for the analysis of plates are simply supported (SS), clamped (C) and free (F) edges, and with all possible combinations of these conditions at the four edges, 21 rectangular plate configurations are possible. Of these, only six configurations obtained by taking two opposite edges simply supported have analytical solutions and an explicit form of frequency equation exists in each of these cases. However, for the remaining 15 configurations, solutions may be obtained by approximate methods such as the Rayleigh-Ritz method and numerical methods such as the finite difference and finite element methods, The approximate methods are convenient and have been used most extensively, employing the beam mode functions to represent the mode shapes of the vibrating plates. Mention may be made of the work of Young (1) who used the RayleighRitz method to analyse several frequency modes of square plates of clamped (C-C-C-C), cantilever (C-F-F-F) and two adjacent clamped and two adjacent edges free (C-C-F-F) configurations. In this work, Young (1) used 18-term plate mode functions obtained by taking three and six terms of X -and Y-direction functions respectively of the beam mode functions. Warburton's paper (2) was the first comprehensive work on plate vibrations in which, using the Rayleigh method, frequency equations were presented for the 21 configurations of SS, C and F edge combinations. In this work, the plate mode functions were approximated by single-term beam mode functions. More accurate frequency data of the 20 cases were given by Leissa (3), who for the Rayleigh-Ritz solution of the 15 cases used 36-term mode functions formed by six terms each of the X -and Y-direction beam mode function.
The three boundary conditions of simply supported, clamped and free edges are of most practical interest and are indeed mathematically correct boundary conditions. The conditions are simply three of the four possible combinations of essential and natural conditions of the calculus of variations as applied to the energy functional of the classical thin plate theory. The fourth mathematically possible boundary condition given by zero rotation (essential condition) and zero effective shear force (natural condition) makes what has been referred to in the literature as the guided (G) edge. This boundary condition has remained unattended in plate literature due to its limited and possibly obscure practical applications. The boundary of a piston inside a circular cylinder with a narrow clearance may appropriately be modelled as a guided edge. A similar situation may be conceived of a rectangular plate inside a rectangular cylinder. From a mathematical standpoint, the axes of symmetry in symmetric modes of vibrations are equivalent to guided edges. This equivalence has actually been used in plate vibration analyses; see, for example, the recent work of Gorman (4) on the free vibration analysis of orthotropic rectangular plates.
This work considers the free vibration of rectangular plates with one or more edges guided. The possible combinations of the three conventional (SS, C and F) edge conditions with the guided edge condition at the four edges give rise to 34 additional configurations.
With the inclusion of the plate configurations considered in earlier works (2, 3), the total number of rectangular plate configurations with all possible combinations of SS, C, F and G edges becomes 55. These configurations are listed in Table 1 , where the first 21 configurations of earlier works (2, 3) are included for completeness.
The intent of this paper is to produce the frequency equations and the frequency data of rectangular plates with one or more guided edges for the cases in which 
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SS-SS-SSC 3. SS-SS-SS-F
analytical solutions of equation (1) Table 1 . A brief relevant theory and then the frequency equations of these cases are given in the following sections. Thereinafter, the frequency data of these cases are presented and discussed.
ANALYSES
The guided edge is modelled as the one with zero normal slope and zero effective shear force. These conditions may be expressed mathematically as
at an X-type edge and 
at a Y-type edge.
Obviously analytical solutions of the plates with two opposite edges simply supported and guided support in combination with SS, C and F conditions on the remaining two edges should be possible. These are listed as cases 22 to 25 in Table 1 . However, similar to the case of plates with two opposite edges simply supported, analytical solutions are also possible for plates with two other support combinations of the opposite edges. These are: (a) one edge simply supported and the opposite edge guided and (b) the two opposite edges guided. This conclusion stems from the fact that SS-G and G-G beams have mode functions of the following form :
which satisfy the boundary conditions of dW,/dX = 0 (zero rotation) and d2 Wx/dX2 = 0 (zero moment) at the guided edge of the beam. Now assuming the edges X = 0 and X = 1 of a plate to be simply supported and guided respectively, or to be both guided, the mode function of the plate may be considered to be in the following form :
where W,(X) is the X-direction mode function and is either of the two beam mode functions given by equations (4) and (5). Then it may be seen that equation (6) satisfies each of the two boundary conditions at X edges of the plate, as given by equation (2) .
Substituting equation (6) in equation (1) and then using either of the equations (4) and (3, the equation for the Y-direction mode function may be obtained as d4W d2W
where With the solution of equation (7), the plate mode function takes one of the following two forms:
Case 11: p2 < a:
where and
Equations (9) and (10) are of identical form as the mode function for plates with two opposite X edges simply supported; see, for example, reference (2) . The only difference is in the value of LY, , which, for the plates simply supported at two opposite edges, is given by
The frequency equations associated with equations (9) and (10) 
SS-SS-SS-G plate
SS-C-SSSG-plate
Case I: p2 > a:
SS-G-SS-F plate and 32. SS-G-G-F plate
Case I: P' > a:
similar to the case of the SS-SS-SS-SS plate, exact expressions for the frequencies may be obtained for the plate configurations of cases 22, 25,28, 36 and 42, which are formed by the combination of SS and SS, SS and G, and G and G types at two pairs of the opposite edges of the rectangular plates.
FREQUENCY EQUATIONS FOR RECTANGULAR
In the following, frequency equations for the plate configurations 22 to 42 of Table 1 are given. In the plate configurations of cases 22 to 25, the two opposite simply supported edges are taken at X = 0 and X = 1.
However, the two opposite edges of cases 26 to 42, having one simply supported and the other guided or both guided, are taken either at X = 0 and X = 1 or at Y = 0 and Y = 1. This is done for some convenience in the interpretation of the results of these cases with respect to some of the cases of 1 to 21 and of the beam vibrations. It should be noted, however, that for the cases where the two opposite SS and G or G and G edges are at Y = 0 and Y = 1,
PLATES WITH ONE OR MORE GUIDED EDGES
and
For plate configurations with identical boundary conditions at the other two opposite edges, the frequency equations are given by factoring the original frequency equation separately for symmetric and antisymmetric modes. The factoring procedure is the same as that used in reference (1). 
SS-G-SS-G plate
Q, , , = x Z ( m 2 + A2(n -I)'}
C-SS-C-G plate and 35. C-G-C-G plate
@m 'y m 2 2 @ , tanh --Y , tanh -= 0 Antisymmetric: @m 'y m 2 2 Y, tanh --@ , tanh -= 0
C-SS-SS-G plate and 34. C-G-SS-G plate
Case I: 8' =-L'ai ( @: + @ , Y i ) cos @ , sinh Y, -(Y: + @ ; Y,) sin @ , cosh Y , = 0 ( @: -@ , Y i ) cosh @ , sinh Y , + (Y: -@i Y,,,) sinh @ , cosh Y , = 0 Case II: 8' < L'ai
SS-SS-G-G plate
Q, , = -{(2m - + A'(2n -I)'} (3"
C-SS-G-G plate and 37. C-G-G-G plate
Case II: 8' < A2ai
SS-SS-G-F plate
Case I: /I2 > a:
SS-C-G-F plate
: 
SS-F-G-F place
Case I: p' > a:
Symmetric:
SS-GG-G place
SS-G-F-G plate
Case 11: p2 < 1%;
G-G-F-G place
Case 11: p' < AZa: 
Antisymmetric:
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The frequency equations of cases 22 to 42 given in the previous section are utilized to obtain the frequencies and mode shapes of the respective rectangular plate configurations. The transcendental equations are solved by the Newton-Raphson method. In all cases, the accuracy of calculation is maintained by having both of the following convergence criteria met :
where k is the iteration count and f ( Q ) = 0 is the frequency equation. The frequencies of the rectangular plate configurations of cases 22 to 42 of Table 1 are given in Tables 2 to 22. As with the application of the free boundary condition, the value of Poisson's ratio needs to be specified for the application of the guided boundary condition. All of the tabulated results are obtained with Poisson's ratio, v = 0.3. Further, these data are presented in the same format as in reference (3). Thus, the calculated frequencies are for the first nine modes of free vibrations and each mode frequency is given for five values of the aspect ratio, L = 3, 3, 1, 3 and 5. The two digit numbers (the mode set) given above each frequency value describe the mode shapes, the two digits giving in order the number of half-waves in the X and Y directions respectively. In some cases, multiplicity of modes with the same frequency value is possible. Three obvious cases, as seen from the frequency equations (19), (26) and (50), are of SS-G-SS-G, SS-SS-G-G and G-G-G-G square plates. For example, in SS-G-SS-G square plates, modes 13 and 22 would be of the same frequency. In SS-SS-G-G and G-G-G-G square plates, the two digits of a mode set are interchangeable.
A guided edge is a partially free edge in that the edge is fully free to deflect laterally (hence zero effective shear force). However, the normal rotation of a guided edge is Part C : Journal of Mechanical EnginTring Science fully restrained and, hence, unlike that of free edge, the moment normal to the edge is not zero. Thus, it can be expected that frequencies of a plate with a guided edge will be higher than frequencies of a similar plate but with the corresponding edge free; the difference should obviously increase with increasing length of the guided edge. As an illustration of this point, Table 23 provides comparisons of the fundamental mode frequencies of four sample plates of cases 23, 25, 28 and 34 with the fundamental mode frequencies of similar plates having corresponding edges free, where the latter data are taken from reference (3). It may be seen that the comparison conforms to the aforementioned conclusion. In the case of a G-G beam, the first mode, for rn = 1 in equation (5), corresponds to rigid body lateral translation of the beam. Thus, for a plate with two opposite edges guided, the mode of plate vibration would be cylindrical with straight generatrices between the guided edges; the curved generatrices and frequency of plate vibration correspond to those of a vibrating beam having end conditions that are the same as those of the other two opposite edges of the given plate. It may be seen, for example, that the frequencies of the 11, 21, 31, etc., modes of SS-G-SS-G, C-G-SS-G, C-G-C-G and C-G-F-G plates (see Tables 5, 14 , 15 and 19) are actually the frequencies of SS-SS, C-SS, C-C and C-F beams respectively. In fact, in these cases, and also in the case of SS-G-G-G and C-G-G-G beams (see Tables 16 and 17) , the fundamental plate frequencies are the fundamental frequencies of the equivalent beams.* Another feature of the plates with two opposite edges guided is the absence of the 11 and 01 modes if the plate can have rigid body translation and/or rotation. This may be seen in the case of SS-G-F-G, G-G-F-G, F-G-F-G and G-G-G-G plates (see Tables 18, 20, 21 and 22).
It should be noted that the opposite guided edges are at Y = 0 and T = 1. Also the dimensionless frequency R is defined with X-type edge length a, which is the length of the equivalent beam. Therefore, the 11, 21, 31, etc, mode frequencies of a given plate are independent of its aspect ratio.
m = 3 (a) SS-F-G-F plate: 30 mode
In quite a few cases, the vibration frequencies and modes of the guided edges may be inferred from those vibration modes which are symmetric about the central axes of symmetry of the plates with classical boundary condition cases (cases 1 to 21 in Table 1 ). This is for the reason, as mentioned earlier, that the boundary conditions of a guided edge are actually duplicated on the lines of symmetries. As an illustration of this point, consider the case of Y-symmetric rnl modes of the SS-C-SS-C plate of some aspect ratio 1. These modes (that is 21, 31, etc., modes) of vibration are symmetric about the Y = $ central axis and in these vibration modes the SS-C-SS-C plate is actually equivalent to the SS-C-SS-G plate of aspect ratio 21. Thus rnl mode frequencies of the SS-C-SS-C plate would be identical to the rnl mode frequencies of an SS-C-SS-G plate of aspect ratio 21. Further inferences just for the rnl modes of SS-C-SS-C plates can be drawn considering the fact that rnl modes are X-symmetric for odd values of the index rn; the equivalent plate configuration with guided edges become the SS-C-G-C and SS-C-G-G plates for X-symmetric and both X-and Y-symmetric modes respectively.
The aforementioned analogy is seemingly helpful in analysing many cases of the plates with guided edges directly from the already available results of the plates with classical boundary conditions. This includes the cases for which the solutions are not presented here. For example, case 55 (the G-F-F-F plate) may be inferred from case 21 (the F-F-F-F plate), It should be noted, however, that such inferences are conveniently possible only from rn = 1 X-symmetric and n = 1 Ysymmetric vibration modes; in all other cases the locations of lines of symmetry parallel to the central axes need to be known to determine the aspect ratio for the equivalence of plate configurations.
Lastly, mention may be made of the existence of an unusual flutter-type mode in the case of SS-F-GF and F-G-F-G plates. As given in Tables 13 and 21 , these modes are designated as 10, 20, etc., modes for SS-F-G-F plates and as 01, 02, etc., modes for F-G-F-G plates. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , the mode shape between the guided edges is concave without any nodal line between the free edges, with maximum deflection occurring at the free edges.
CLOSURE
This work concerned the free vibration analysis of thin isotropic rectangular plates with one or more guided edges. The number of plate configurations with all possible combinations of simply supported, clamped, free and guided conditions at the four edges of the plate, with at least one guided edge, is 34. Of all these cases, analytical solution of the eigenvalue differential equation is possible for 21 cases only. This paper contains the frequency equations and comprehensive frequency data of these 21 cases of plates with guided edges. The solutions of the remaining 13 cases are possible by approximate methods, such as the Rayleigh-Ritz method, or by numerical methods, such as the finite difference and finite element methods. However, in some of these cases, the vibration modes and frequencies may be interpreted from those vibration modes of plates with classical boundary conditions which are symmetric about the central axes parallel to the plate edges.
A guided edge condition is of some limited practical interest. The condition may be effectively utilized in the interpretation and analyses of the vibration modes of plates with other boundary conditions. It is believed that the detailed information on plates with guided edges provided in this paper fills some of the void in the literature on rectangular plates.
